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Dear Editor: 

 

Caribbean GenX, Millennial, and GenZ readers want to laugh and rage about the gig economy 

and dating apps. We want to chill with a friend who highkey speaks in memes while lowkey 

dropping major life gems. 

 

I’m Onicia Muller, an award-winning writer and comedian. My humour column Just Being 

Funny (JBF) has been The Daily Herald’s answer for reviving the WEEKender. Within 3 years, 

JBF surpassed and survived over twenty other columns and became their readers’ favourite 

feature. JBF has since been relocated from page four to the front page! 

 

“As Coordinator of The Daily Herald’s ‘WEEKender’, I often ask people for feedback on what 

they enjoy reading the most. ‘Just Being Funny’ is easily one of our best hits. I love Onicia’s 

witty observations that are both surprising and relatable.” – Darlene Hodge 

 

Older readers also enjoy reading JBF because it’s ‘Chicken Soup for the Soul’ but ratchet. 

 

Breaking celebrity and political scandals are great but unpredictable. You want a regular feature 

that readers will love to share and discuss. To help you decide whether JBF is right for your 

publication, I’ve included my biography, resume, column description, and 10 sample columns in 

this packet. 

 

 

Thanks, 

Onicia Muller 

Onicia Muller 
Writer / Comedian 

OniciaMuller.com/JBF 

oniciamuller@gmail.com 

+1-847-532-2631 
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Biography 
 

Onicia Muller is a Caribbean-born storyteller who is currently freezing her buns off in Chicago. This 

award-winning writer gave up crime reporting to sling jokes, write scripts, and compose quotable 

bathroom prose (i.e., funny cards) for American Greetings. She’s hustling hard to get the most out of her 

M.F.A in screenwriting from Northwestern University. 

  

“A ray of sunshine with a dark sense of humour, Onicia Muller knows how to weave a hilarious tale 

about the human condition with a thoughtfulness that demands deep consideration.” 

– Rebellious Magazine, 2018 
  

Since 2011, Onicia has been a consistent source for culture and entertainment commentary. Just Being 

Funny is her second long-running column for The Daily Herald. Her comedy speaks to politically-active 

Caribbean Millennials and Gen-Xers. 

 

“I love how grounded in everyday experience your humour is, it's very relatable and makes me feel less 

crazy <3” 

– Maya Montrell, Millennial and JBF reader 

 

In 2018, IGNITE Caribbean granted her their 30 Under 30 award for her work as a cultural influencer. 

That year, Women In Comedy also named her a funny female comic to follow in Chicago.  

  

Onicia’s first stand-up comedy performance was back in 2015 at the Laugh Factory’s open mic. Since 

then, she’s been a featured comedy act at Chicago's top all-female comedy shows: the kates and The 

Mother Cluckers. She's also opened for Majah Hype, the Caribbean King of Comedy. 

  

Her primary mission is to use comedy to achieve world domination encourage empathy and 

understanding. 
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Onicia Muller 
Chicago, IL  +1-847-532-2631 OniciaMuller@gmail.com OniciaMuller.com 

AWARD-WINNING HUMOUR COLUMNIST 

Clever wordsmith who churns out funny stories on deadline. Skilled at employing a comedic voice to 
branded content. 

Comedic storytelling 
Stand-up comedy 
Creative thinker 

Chill island vibezZz 
Inspirational quotes collector 
Caribbean patois (slang) 

Trained journalist 
Adaptable multitasker 
Type-A tendencies 

EXPERIENCE 

Columnist and Journalist                 The Daily Herald 
St. Maarten / remote          2010 – present 
 

 Authors the award-winning weekly humour column, Just Being Funny        2017 – present 

 Pitched trending topics and advertiser-friendly stories for the annual and weekly publications.  

 Editorial beats: Local crime, community organisations, health/beauty, and entertainment/culture. 

 Wrote on average 5 hard news articles per day; 300-1200 words. 

 Increased reader engagement by reviving Street Vibes, a video news segment on current issues and 
writing funny captions for the Out ‘N About’s picture page. 

 Authored, Quoted a twice-monthly inspirational column for children ages 7-13           2010-2011 

 

Culture and Entertainment Writer 
Chicago, IL             2016 – present 
 

 IGNITE Caribbean ‘30 Under 30 Caribbean American Emerging Leaders’ culture award       2018 

 Non-fiction: HuffPost, HelloGiggles, Rebellious Magazine, Curly Nikki, LA-Screenwriter, Women In 
Comedy, Women Write About Comics, Heauxs, Hollywood’s Black Renaissance, and Blavity. 

 Fiction: The Skewer, midnight & indigo, Black Women’s Latitude, and Distinguished Diva. 

 Awarded a $5K grant from Northwestern University for Oh Baby!, a dark comedy stage play.     2015 

 SAIC’s Department of Writing and the Diversity panellist on arts and political resistance.              2016 

 Upwork: Top-Rated status, 95% Job Success score, 67% repeat and long-term clients  2016 – present  

 

Comedian and Humourist 
Chicago, IL           2012 – present  
 

 Opened for Majah Hype, King of Caribbean Comedy           2015 

 Performed stand-up comedy at and created humour content for:
American Greetings 
The Daily Herald 
the kates 
Mother Cluckers Comedy  

The Skewer 
Caribbean Comedy Explosion  
The Stoop 
Louder Than A Mom 

Feminist Happy Hour 
B.A.P.S. 
The Plagiarist 
Fillet of Solo (Chicago)

EDUCATION 

M.F.A. Writing for the Screen & Stage – Northwestern University (NU), Evanston, IL        2014 
B.A. International Marketing and Communication – INHOLLAND University, the Netherlands       2011 
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Column Description 
 

Just Being Funny (JBF) is best described as Chicken Soup for the Naive Sceptic’s Soul. The 

smartly-written humour feature sprinkles in Caribbean patois and #BlackTwitter slang. JBF 

explores painfully hilarious personal grooming failures; awkward social encounters; side-

splitting tales on dating in a swipe-right world; and comical rants about surviving the gig 

economy 

 

“You social media kids talk in hashtags and sound effects. … I really like the Onicia who is a 

little wacky and a little bit of a devil.” 

– Dee Ryan, Producer of Louder Than A Mom 

 

SCHEDULE: Weekly. 

 

CONTENT LENGTH: 450-500 words, including disclaimers for sponsored entries. 

 

Content length excludes:  

 column title (i.e. Just Being Funny); 

 Entry title (max 50 characters including spaces); 

 Author by-line (i.e. Onicia Muller); 

 and author bio (max 300 characters including spaces). 

 

MARKETING: Each JBF entry comes with 9 text captions and 1-3 image quotes for social 

media. 

 

DELIVERY: 

 Direct download from Google Drive folder 
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Reader Comments 
 

 

“Just read chin hair, crazy funny! I can relate, I do it every two weeks! I thought I was the only 

one who like that moment! #secretsshared” 

Lisa Davis-Burnett, former Coordinator of The Daily Herald’s WEEKender 

 

“Onicia, you are hilarious and make this world a funnier place. We NEED more of you and JBF 

in our lives! Please tell me this is happening soooooooon!” 

Laura Bray 

 

“I should be offended that you chose a Jamaican to be the ginnal in your story...but I was 

captivated by the plot and impressed by the use of our dialect (and curse words) to enhance the 

comedy.” 

Diane De La Haye 

 

“Your columns are like tall tales, but true. And you shift effortlessly from glossy magazine prose 

to Caribbean vernacular.” 

Erica Dreisbach, Producer of The Skewer 

 

“Love it. Keep the new content coming!” 

Kafi Kareem, Creator of Big Man Dan 

 

“Oniciaaaa! … Super cute and funny!” 

Janera Rose 

 

“Seriously. I think these are good… I like the colloquialisms. …you social media kids talk in 

hashtags and sound effects. Like the Bish and the raggedy self et al. … I really like the Onicia 

who is a little wacky and a little bit of a devil.” 

Dee Ryan, Producer of Louder Than A Mom 

 

“OMG, I love you lol. This made my day.” 

Shatoria Lundsford 
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Column Sample 1 
 

Just Being Funny: Third wheel? Yes. Threesome? NoOoOoOpe! 
 

By Comedic Storyteller Onicia Muller 

 

I was excited about the shared condo with a pool until the landlord revealed ongoing 

renovations, restricted me to the garage entrance, and “advised” me to avoid the doorman at all 

costs. Was there a pool? Did he even own the unit? I snatched the key fob and wheeled in my 

suitcases. 

 

Sharing a condo was cool until this couple moved in. The man was mum. The woman 

questioned me like she wuk Immigration.  

 

For those who don’t know, in apartments, you lock your doors and mind your business. 

But in condos, people want to know everything about everyone.  

 

You’re on Google Maps when BOOM a fullscreen pop up appears: “MAy I sEE yOUr 

kEy And LEAsE?” No, you can’t, Linda! ‘Cause I’m in my apartment. Go lock your doors and 

mind your business! 

 

However, because this was a shared condo and I have manners, I asked why they were in 

Canada.  

 

"Business," said the guy. Business? He placed a firm grip on her leg. He’s mute. She’s 

mute. We stare at each other.  

 

A young couple with foreign accents travels in the middle of the night without luggage to 

do business? She might have thought this was a condo, but he was definitely giving me 

apartment vibes. 

 

I hit ‘em with the yawn and stretch, head to my room, and locked the door before being 

murdered for knowing too much. 
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The next morning, the woman's brown hair was dyed red, and she insisted on hanging out 

together so we could have some “fun experiences.” Her's was a poorly set trap because even I 

knew that couples hate third wheels. 

 

We swear besties before testes but soon as we catch a hottie's eye, we ghost da squad and 

go full Taylor Swift: "You belong with meEe!" 

 

Was she a sex trafficking victim? Late-night arrival. No luggage. Drastically changed 

looks in 24 hours. No, they were clearly criminals on the run.  

 

GASP! Cheap rent. White walls. Black couch. A revolving door of single female tenants. 

I bet the only “fun experience” they had planned was a sexy Romanian threesome?! 

 

Hunting cheap rent on Craigslist was dumb. Got a “shared condo with pool” for $150 and 

now it was time to pay the piper with a blow job! 

 

Youth pastors: Which scripture do you quote in this situation? 'Yea though I walk 

through the valley of cheap rent, I will fear no sex act'? 

 

It was too early to pull another yawn and stretch. Sensing my panic, Roberto explained 

that they were Romanian Jews attempting a quick divorce in Canada. Finally knowing the truth 

allowed me to relax and while exploring Toronto with my new friends. 

 

Shout out pornographers who check IDs and confirm that all talent is sober when signing 

consent and release forms. 

Award-winning Caribbean comedian, Onicia Muller regrets leaving St. Maarten for windy 

Chicago. Her weekly humour column, Just Being Funny is chicken soup for the naive 

sceptic’s soul. Join her newsletter for funny stories and stand-up comedy. 

OniciaMuller.com/JBF 
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Column Sample 2 

Just Being Funny: An already ‘bumpy’ bus ride gets wilder 
 

By Comedic Storyteller Onicia Muller 

 

Roberto helped a granny board the bus. “Rebecca, you got a dollar?” She was frail, wore 

thick eyeglasses, and dragged a heavy cart. Yo, don’t butter up the elderly just to beg for pocket 

change – aim for their wills! 

 

Newbies always go for billionaires, but the Common Granny™ has fewer babies (grand 

or sugary) fighting to be their insurance beneficiary.  

 

With the number of sugar babies Oprah's juggling, she likely only gives watches and 

shoes. Thought you were milking Big O for five large? Nah, she's been copping your gifts 

wholesale at sweatshop prices.  

 

Don’t scorn grandma’s lil $200. Sugaround ‘til your harem of grannies grows to five. 

Now you’ve bagged a grand. And if yuh get it all in cash, dash it from da taxman. 

 

“...The dang state took my kids ‘cause of my personal issues,” said Roberto. Wow, 

missing your kids' entire childhood is a terribly genius plan. 

 

Here’s my master plan for retiring with less than ten years of working:  Cuddle them 

baby toes for max five years. Then invent some ‘personal issues’ that require state intervention. 

(Fun stuff, like, become homeless and leave them in the car during a job interview.) After two-

ish decades of carefree childless bliss, reunite via LinkedIn. 

 

What? Reconnecting with problematic people is counterproductive. Facebook shows who 

is fun; LinkedIn shows who’s responsible. 

 

Next, prove you’ve overcome those ‘personal issues’ and build trust by watching your 

grandkids. (Yay, more cuddly wuddly baby toes!) If your family resists, keep offering. That 
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“free” childcare will get your lil grannies to love you so much that they guilt their parents -- et 

voilà l'argent. 

 

Yes, active parenting is work. So... 

 

Grannyhard ‘til your harem of lil grannies grows to five. Now you’ve bagged a grand. 

And if yuh get it all in cash? Exactly. Dash it from da taxman! 

 

Roberto insisted the state had his situation all wrong. “I’m getting myself straight so that 

I can have my kids ‘cause their momma ain’t sh!t.” 

 

S  N  I  F  F  ! 

 

Roberto used Rebecca's dollar to SNORT CRACK COCAINE ON DA BUS IN BROAD 

DAYLIGHT!!! If he’s the ‘good’ parent, what the heck is mom doing?! 

 

The worst my parents did was not buying a Polly Pocket village because I got 98% 

instead of 100% for 4th-grade Maths. #JusticeForOnicia  

 

And if we’re talking about on the bus, the worst thing my parents ever did was ride it – 

not snort drugs and air we family business. 

 

Roberto overturned a small snuff tube, tapped the contents onto the back of his hand for 

another bump. Rebecca patted his shoulder. Yes, a perfect moment for some elderly sage advice. 

“You want some of these new pills I got?” 

 

“Nah.” And then he handed back her dollar. 

 

Shout out to all the good parents who don’t let personal issues get in the way of cuddly 

baby toes or pensions. 
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Award-winning Caribbean comedian, Onicia Muller regrets leaving St. Maarten for windy 

Chicago. Her weekly humour column, Just Being Funny is chicken soup for the naive 

sceptic’s soul. Join her newsletter for funny stories and stand-up comedy. 

OniciaMuller.com/JBF 

 

 

http://www.oniciamuller.com/JBF
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Column Sample 3 

Just Being Funny: Salad was banging until I learned it was cat 
 

By Comedic Storyteller Onicia Muller 

 

This internship had the best food; It was free, looked great, and – most importantly – it 

was hand-delivered by my boss. While most interns go on lunch and coffee runs, here, the CEO 

herself was catering to me. 

 

I washed my hands and utensils. I cleaned my eating area. So, why was there always fur 

in my food? Should we be ordering from another restaurant? 

 

Looking around, I realized that the problem wasn't the restaurants. It was us. We worked 

out of a tiny home office where I spent most of my day dodging six cats. Imagine trying to 

conceal disgust when your number one personal objective is to never let a cat get within two feet 

of you? 

 

Dogs vs. cats? I’m for none! Losing my dog was heartbreaking. Then a cat scratched me 

while sleeping – that, or a rude rat danced on my face.  

 

I’m never getting a new dog, even if it had tracker. I already have to grieve my friends; 

why invite some street dog to break my heart? 

 

On my second day, I purchased a lint roller to use on my chair. I cleaned my area twice a 

day; In the morning and when I returned from lunch. That black chair had so much white cat hair 

I initially thought it was grey. What. The. Fur.   

 

Aaand that is why the only cat breed that I like is Internet Cats. 
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During an outdoor meeting, the CEO pressured everyone to eat. I happily filled my belly 

while the others sucked air. "The least y'all can do is eat salad. It's good for you," said the CEO 

while petting her four-legged friends. When she went to prep the salad, I followed her into the 

office/cat condo. 

 

That's when I uncovered a horrific truth; While mixing the salad, my boss paused to text 

and PET HER CATS. Worse, she returned to cooking WITHOUT WASHING HER HANDS. 

  

When she presented the salad, no one budged. Suddenly, the entire spread came into 

focus; Everything was covered in cat hair. So that’s why no one is eating. 

 

Rebecca was determined to feed us. She mixed the salad once more and then served us 

with her bare hands. Yes, a grown woman – who just petted a cat – scooped salad with her durty 

hands, plated it, and served us. What would you do? I coughed up a hairball.   

 

I opened the chips hoping to enjoy a hairless snack. But then ole nasty stopped petting 

her cat to pet my chips.   

 

She grabbed a handful, then S  L  O  W  L  Y shook some back into the bowl because she 

only wanted two at a time. If you only want two chips – JUST TOUCH TWO CHIPS! This is 

worse than double dipping! 

 

Shout out to the CEO boss babes with the bomb kitty seasoning. 

Award-winning Caribbean comedian, Onicia Muller regrets leaving St. Maarten for windy 

Chicago. Her weekly humour column, Just Being Funny is chicken soup for the naive 

sceptic’s soul. Join her newsletter for funny stories and stand-up comedy. 

OniciaMuller.com/JBF 
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Column Sample 4 

Just Being Funny :He try steal me money and me dignity - rude! 
By Comedic Storyteller Onicia Muller 

 

“Spare some change?” What’s gonna happen when nobody has cash? Should I start 

carrying old electronics, cans, and other pawnables in my purse? Needy, scammer, angel in 

disguise – figuring that out is a test all on its own. 

 

Speaking of angels and scams. 

 

If I give an angel cash, do I get it back since our encounter is technically a fantasy? Can 

the money be a down payment on my heavenly mansion? 

 

WWJD in this situation? I think it’s important for people to feel seen. Just lock eyes and 

let your gaze slowly travel down their body. Don't picture people as they are but as they can be. 

Our lover’s pancake booty can’t compete with no Blue Checkmark IG thot – but we fake 

a lusty gaze ‘cause Jesus wants people to feel seen.   

 

I apologise for not having cash and resume snoozing.  

 

Ever walk into a fart so musty and thick that you sprain your wrist trying to fan the air? 

Well, I couldn’t sleep because his stench feels like an impenetrable wall. I open my eyes and this 

guy is just hovering over me. Unwashed. Heavy breathing. 

 

I should stay awake but trains rock and rumbling have me like a baby in a buggy. Yes, it 

smells like pissy semen, but the cosy factor – mmm! 

 

Since I can’t resist, I just zip my purse, loop the straps and knock on wood. And by that I 

mean, involuntarily bang my head against the plexiglass divider.  
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He’s hovering and staring. Maybe he didn’t hear me. I tell him I ain’t got no money and 

he responds, “Yeah, I know. Can I have a hug?” 

 

A hug? A  H  U  G?? Ain’t no hobo ever asked for a hug. Most don’t even want food, but 

he asking for a hug? Susss-picious. 

 

The joke is on him if he tryna’ sneak-steal my wallet. Women’s wallets are too big for 

most pockets – some don’t even fit into our purses.   

 

Talmbout WhATt wOUld JeSUs dO? He ain’t never hugged no – gah! I let out an audible 

sigh. What? Name one person – besides Jesus – who is itching to hug a hobo? I’ll wait.  

My hug channels love and positivity into his body. (If you’re doing the Lord’s dirty work 

right, do it all the way. The last thing you want is to half hug a hobo and fumble The Kingdom 

bag™. ) 

 

Nine Mississippi. Ten Mississippi. Get off me. I opened my eyes to see this fool coming in 

for a kiss!  

 

“No!” I slid my hand between our faces. “You can’t kiss me. What is wrong with you?” 

 

“But you’re so pretty.” Aw, there he go talking all slick. Well, tough tiddies – the love 

spell is broken. I’d quicker turn this into a Worldstar bum fight – don’t care how many mansions 

on the line. 

 

Shout out to the low-tech savvy angels collecting karmic donations via GoFundMe. No 

one should have to hug sinful mortals – unhoused or not.  

Award-winning Caribbean comedian, Onicia Muller regrets leaving St. Maarten for windy 

Chicago. Her weekly humour column, Just Being Funny is chicken soup for the naive 

sceptic’s soul. Join her newsletter for funny stories and stand-up comedy. 

OniciaMuller.com/JBF 
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Column Sample 5 
 

Just Being Funny: Stiff, tangled, and dry: A naptural horror story 
By Comedic Storyteller Onicia Muller 

 

A warm body to snuggle against, silky-straight hair – winter was going great until my #1 

Cuffing Season draft pick asked me to be “more natural.” What’s more natural than rocking your 

hair as it grows from your scalp? 

 

“Be more natural.” Humph, I would have traded him mid-season, but finding a new lover 

in the middle of winter sucks. This relationship had the potential to survive a Hot Girl Summer. 

 

Yes, his “be more natural” idea was like drinking tap water tea ‘cause it’s more natural. 

That’s a misinformed health kick. But his booty tho – 

 

SPLUNK. I slid my entire body into the bathwater. I felt like Janet Jackson in her ‘Every 

Time’ music video. I didn’t know anything about hair types, but I knew my naps looked good. 

 

Nubian queen? Who dat? I slept like an all-natural Caucasian countess: No hair products, 

no twists or braids, and no head wraps or bonnets. 

 

After so many years, I finally discovered my true texture: I’m a combination of type B 

and C hair – B for brick and C for cement. 

 

 Wearing a hat or a scarf was impossible because my afro was a concrete cloud. It was 

stiffer than a granny’s knees after flying with Spirit Airlines. Stiff like a freshly pressed linen 

shirt with a triple layer of spray starch. If my hair was any stiffer, it would be a three-month 

expired corpse at the bottom of a frozen lake. 

 

 I needed to restart the process by wetting my entire head, but I did not have time. I had to 

run errands pretending that my ‘natural urban bush babe’ look was intentional.  
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It’s unnatural to be natural. Do you eat a salad without dressing? Using body and hair 

products is like adding oil to a salad – it’s still natural.  

 

 For some blacks, using veggies and salad dressing ingredients is the secret to a bomb 

twist-out. Don’t sleep on yoghurt, avocados, mayo, or apple cider vinegar. 

 

 My hair became one big dreadlock after my night as a Caucasian countess. Life Pro Tip: 

Dreading the LOC method is the method to dread the locs.  

 

 There was nothing to do but go outside and face the world. To my horror, the menfolk 

went crazy. I couldn’t believe how much they dug my au natural look. Most likely they assumed 

my raggedy appearance meant I’d go with just anyone. But don’t trip, I accept all compliments. I 

was catcalled so much that day that I became fluent in Meow. 

 

 “You look beautiful.” His words were sincere and heartfelt, so I forgave his ignorance. 

Then I made him stay up six hours while I washed, detangled, and styled my hair. 

 

 Shout out to wide-tooth combs and organic coconut oil. You’ll always be my hair MVP. 

Award-winning Caribbean comedian, Onicia Muller regrets leaving St. Maarten for windy 

Chicago. Her weekly humour column, Just Being Funny is chicken soup for the naive 

sceptic’s soul. Join her newsletter for funny stories and stand-up comedy. 

OniciaMuller.com/JBF. 
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Column Sample 6 

Just Being Funny: Why I won’t ever look like Naomi Campbell 
By Comedic Storyteller Onicia Muller 

 

The “smokey makeup” was masterful except the “smoke” was above my lip and the 

“makeup” was hairs. Removal could transform me into Naomi Campbell, but cheapness had me 

looking like “Stache” Harvey. Yup, bad puns for bad moustaches. 

 

Since I enjoy pulling my lone chin hair from le root, tweezing promised to be that 

euphoric sensation times three million. Listen, viciously plucking face hairs is a certified torture 

tactic — bun fiya pon alla it. 

 

Applying homemade wax (i.e. molten hot sugar lava) directly to my face wasn’t exactly 

genius moves.  

 

Dem say shaving nah mek yuh hair thicker, but irony is shaving my hairy lip for casting a 

shadow only to have micro razor cuts darken the area. 

 

Doing laser hair removal on a barely-there moustache is like giving community police 

military weapons for regular patrols.  

 

According to laser hair removal companies, you need eight to twelve sessions to get the 

full result. Between those sessions you can’t bleach, pluck or wax the hairs – you’ll be looking 

like Super Mario but they promise you’ll see results.  

 

If you ask me, that sounds like a sketchy plastic surgeon’s delay and dodge tactic: “Your 

breast implants aren’t malformed. You should wait one year to see the full results then we’ll 

discuss refunds.” But while da tebbe at home waiting, the doc done pack up shop and moved to 

Thailand. 

 

And did you know that laser treatment can cause some hairs to grow longer and thicker? 

DAS DA OPPOSITE OF WHY I’M HERE, LINDA!  
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So you tell me, are any of those options worth it when I could simply go to the beauty 

supply store and buy concealer and cover my smokey lip makeup? Future me thinks not. Past me 

on the other hand… 

 

I should have gone to bed but sometimes impatience gets in the way of common sense.  

 

I sniffed the half-empty bottle of Nair. How important are expiration dates anyways? 

What if I keep the product on longer, you know, in case “expired” just means “less effective”? 

 

Aaand, that’s why it’s called Nair; that fossilised tube of liquid razors had me singing 

Nearer, My God, to Thee! Depilatory? More like debilitating! 

 

I sent my sisters a video message: “Dear Fada, me jus bun off me face! Before ya force 

me ta live like a likkle hatched-faced gyal, me beg ya a forgive me vanity. Please avenge yuh 

faithful servant n rain hail, brimstone n fiya pon di beauty industry.”  

 

Caught up in a spirit they typed: “Pahahahaha skjskjskj whahaha. Gyal you a fool.” I 

went to bed clutching an ice pack to my face. Thankfully the Nair cream didn't incinerate my 

flesh -- leaving my gums and teeth exposed.  

 

To beauty gurus who swear waxing makes hair thinner so we eventually won’t need it; 

Who among you has reached hairless Nirvana? I’ll wait. 

 

Shout out to all the moustaches that don’t regrow as freakishly thick mink stoles. 

Award-winning Caribbean comedian, Onicia Muller regrets leaving St. Maarten for windy 

Chicago. Her weekly humour column, Just Being Funny is chicken soup for the naive 

sceptic’s soul. Join her newsletter for funny stories and stand-up comedy. 
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Column Sample 7 

Just Being Funny: Pulling off the impossible potty mission 
 

By Comedic Storyteller Onicia Muller 

 

“Are you Onicia?” I looked around; No one was within shouting distance. “Onicia 

Muller?” Was this God or schizophrenia? I peered into a nearby bush. If a secret intelligence 

organisation was recruiting me, I should respond like a Super Spy™. 

 

The voice guided me to billionaire’s home office, where I was filling in for the 

receptionist. No super-secret spidentity for me today.  

 

Well, at least I learned that while millionaires mount large and highly-visible cameras at 

their gates, billionaires have unseen cameras and two-way communication systems around their 

block! So, don’t try no stupid movie stunts like pretending to walk my dog while discussing my 

Ocean’s 8 fantasy. 

 

Whispering into my walkie-talkie like: “I jUSt NEutRAliZEd THe LEft WinG 

seCUriTY”.  

 

Calm down, Debbie Ocean! By destroying that humanoid robot, I triggered the silent 

response protocol where the central air system released nerve gas. Now the only thing getting 

‘neutralised’ is me! 

 

The four-story building contained living quarters and a finance firm. I guess even though 

they employed twenty stock analysts, it’s technically still a home office.  

 

The interior paired 19th century furniture with modern technology. “Dude, I crossed ‘rub 

bum against museum artefacts’ off my bucket list!” 

 

 “Man, screw the one per cent and their luxuries!” My irate roommate then dared me to 

take a dump in the bathroom. 
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Political praxis can be profound like a peaceful protest or petty like popping a squat in a 

billionaire’s pristine bathroom.  

 

But-a-tat-tat, I’d quit my job and delete LinkedIn if a co-worker ever had to unclog my 

booty logs. Belly? Boiling! Clock? Ticked and tocked! My life might be in danger, but I *clap* 

will *clap* not *clap* doo-doo on da job. I rather slither to a nearby business to do my business.  

 

No, I found another way to toy with the rich. As the “wealthy” money men showed up, I 

dared them to sit on the ‘so valuable it belongs in a museum’ furniture. Only half accepted my 

challenge. Even fewer dared to drink while sitting.  

 

Me? Meen care ‘bout spilling tea on this man couch. What he gonna do, sue me? 

Pahahaha, I’m poor! 

 

After my final closing round –  you know, distribute the mail, empty the trash, steal two 

sodas, six cookies, granola, yoghurt, croissants, nuts, tea, aaand catering leftovers – I dared to 

drop my protest deuce. 

 

I lowered my bum and shat-a-tat-tat-ed into the billionaire’s toilet. My unwashed hand 

pimp slapped his gold statue. “Take that, one per cent!” 

 

Spidentity: Lowly receptionist. Mission: Become an Executive Assistant; access the 

elite’s personal potties; and drop a deuce so hard that my eyes – and the eyes of all the radical 

Executive Assistants who came before me – watered. 

 

Until then, I had to flush and clean up after myself because this fight was against the 

mega-rich, not the working class. 

 

Shout out to the security man dem who permit petty protests. Y’all the real Super 

Spies™. 
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Column Sample 8 

Just Being Funny: Next time, I’m adding granola to my game plan 
By Comedic Storyteller Onicia Muller 

 

I was on a dating app looking for lunch. This match promised many firsts: First South 

Asian guy; first honest short guy; and first charity date. The charity was on both sides – me 

donating attention and him donating food (hopefully). 

 

Why do guys lie about their height? Look, women’s dating profiles list their height 

without shoes. Adding two inches does nothing because the average pair of hoe heels are three 

inches. Please stop lying about having five or more inches. Thanks!  

 

His tininess was fact. His photo was fiction. Being uglier than an already bad photo is 

like owning shortness while lying about how short. 

 

My date wore a crumpled polo shirt, equally wrinkled jeans, and open-toe slippers with 

unlotioned toes. Do I even dare to smell him? 

 

If his toes were breakfast, they’d be an overfull bowl of Cheerios – original, not the 

honey nut kind – with NO DROPS OF MILK. That’s right, his crusty toes hung over his slippers 

like a large bowl of ultra-dry heart-healthy whole-grain cereal. 

 

Roberto looked less like a potential lover and more like an old sponge that got lost behind 

the stove – brown, dry, and crumpled. 

 

My belly fluttered. He leaned against the snack machine. I decided to just go for it. Real 

love? Not a chance. Free food? Highly possible!  

 

The walk to the cafe confirmed we didn’t have chemistry. So, I got chips (no meal, no 

drank) ‘cause this date had to end with da quickness.  
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He ordered a full meal and didn’t offer to pay for my one item.  

 

First date rule #3: Order a cheap lunch to weed out cheap lovers. Setting the bar low tests 

their generosity. If they “forget” their wallet at least you didn’t blow a bag on a dud. 

 

“Why are you studying to be a writer? Are you any good? How do you plan to make 

money?” 

 

Sir, this is a charity date, not an existential crisis simulator. If I want to question my life 

choices, I’ll review my student loans – not talk to you, Mr Ashy Toes. 

 

After my last chip, I offered a goodbye handshake. He still had half a sandwich to eat and 

demanded to know why I didn’t want a second date. Man’s not serious, right? Anywhores, from 

then on, I vowed to always keep a granola bar in my purse. 

 

A few weeks later, he messaged me via a different dating site. Did he think I’d forgotten 

him? No one could forget those dry-aye-aye toes.  

 

I reminded him that we’d already been on a date and that I was not interested in seeing 

him again. He responded all in caps, “I KNOW. IT WAS A MISTAKE!” A hopi grande mistake, 

indeed. 

 

Shout out to the granola bars and shelf-stable snacks that keep us from making major life 

decisions based on hunger. 

Award-winning Caribbean comedian, Onicia Muller regrets leaving St. Maarten for windy 
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Column Sample 9 

Just Being Funny: How Lil Jamrock got me exiled from the library  
 

By Comedic Storyteller Onicia Muller 

 

The morning devotional had me on a spiritual high. I wanted to be like Jesus, so I hopped 

the fence and ditched class. Skipping school to go to the library is like calling in sick to your job 

for an internship that doesn’t offer college credit. 

 

I was in the kiddie section speed-reading a romance novel because no one wants to be 

caught holding books that are one thousand per cent drenched in lady juices. 

 

Near closing time, a little Jamaican girl started sobbing. Rebecca couldn't finish her 

report because she didn’t have a library card and was unable to return before her deadline. 

 

Perfect! This was why the Holy Spirit told me to skip school. I was preordained to be the 

hands, feet, and library card of Jesus! “Here, use mine and finish your project. Just return the 

book when you’re done.” 

 

To prove her honesty, Rebecca jotted down her mother’s cell number. We sealed the deal 

and checked out the book.  

 

As she ran for the bus, Lil Shelly-Ann Fraser-Pryce beamed like she just got a hot plate 

of ackee and saltfish for free. I smiled because I’d just added another jewel to my crown. 

 

Don’t you love that cozy-wozy feeling of secretly knowing you’re on the fast track to 

heaven – just envision your glorified body speeding past others on the celestial highway. Mmm, 

‘set your minds on things above’ indeed. 

 

Lil Jamrock didn’t cross my mind until the next week when the librarian said I had one 

book checked out. No worries, she still had seven days. 
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“You still haven’t returned that book.” Bruh, you ain’t no mob goon. It’s one book. The 

librarian acted all tight like loan extensions ain't a thing. Clickity-clack. Problem solved. 

 

I kept “re-solving” my problem until I couldn't. The library wanted their book. I ain’t no 

snitch, but my only options were to pay the fine or return the book. I called Rebecca’s mom 

because I needed my allowance for important things like ChapStick and Oreos. 

 

“The number you have dialled is not in service.” Bloodclat! This likkle dutty berry 

gimme a fake phone number. If I ever see she again amma dash way a hot plate of ackee and 

saltfish right front she face. 

 

As the late fees mounted, I quit going to the circulation desk altogether. Rebecca was 

never going to return the book. 

 

Because of Lil Butu I lost access to my favourite place on Earth: The library. I spent 

years slinking between the bookcases like the Ghost of Patrons Past. So much stress and 

devastation from trying to hide books in the library -- all books, not just those covered in lady 

juices.  

 

I skipped more classes, hoping to run into Rebecca. To make things worse-er-er, I 

couldn't even spend detention reading books because I COULDN’T USE MY LIBRARY 

CARD! 

 

Shout out to the bibliophiles who use bookmarks instead of creating dog ears and those 

who always return their books when due. 
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Column Sample 10 

Just Being Funny: No pen pals, please -- I’m on this app for penis 
 

By Comedic Storyteller Onicia Muller 

Obviously, I hated myself because only an enemy would convince me to try online 

dating. Sadly, I would die single if I kept passively waiting for these raggedy dudes to recognise 

my Proverbs 31 potential. 

 

Listen, recruiters don’t magically hand out jobs. Yuh gah let de employer man dem know 

yuh interested and able by mekkin’ a LinkedIn profile and submitting yuh resume.  

 

Sitting on yuh fingers does nothing for your career nor romantic prospects. Sitting on 

other people's fingers? Well, that’s wholly different and highly useful. 

 

I tried flirting with strangers in the library, which led to getting snatched and stalked. You 

know, Inviting strangers out on dates is like walking into a business – that ain’t gah up no sign or 

nothing – and asking for a job. Security can tell you how well that works.  

 

Don’t blame schools for not offering quality right-swipes. Students are screened on their 

ability to excel at sports, arts, and academics – not whether they will #WasteMyTime. 

 

I got a free OkCupid profile because no way was I paying for dick. And I only talked to 

locals ‘cause I ain’t travelling for dick either. 

 

OKC was a dumpster fire. I stopped responding to messages that had even a hint of 

sexual innuendo. Don’t “Hey, sup?” me like I’m some common Jezebel! 

 

I should have paid for Match.com maybe then I would have met someone rich. You know 

what they say; You gotta spend money to catch a money. 
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Roberto was great except his messages were hella long. We switched to texting and my 

guy was still writing lengthy passages. SMS stands for SHORT Message Service, not Seriously-

long-ain’t-reading-alla-dat Message Service. 

 

I ain’t join OKC for pen pals – I’m looking for peen and personality! So, I invited 

Roberto to a cafe to know if we had real chemistry.  

 

“I have a confession.” Oh gawd, don’t tell me I’m about to be on MTV’s Catfish! “Well, 

the thing is I weighed like 270 before joining the Navy. I got down to 178 in three months so I 

could join. Gradually I gained the weight back. I allowed myself to get out of control. Now I 

weigh approx. 325 lbs.” 

 

Das it?! Your big confession is yuh fat?! Bruh, I was imagining way worse. I told 

Roberto to get his fluffy butt down to the cafe because – as luck would have it – I’m an equal 

opportunity lover who was too thirsty to be dissuaded by a few extra pounds. 

 

Roberto never made it to the cafe. He wanted me to wait until he lost the weight. “Cool. 

So, when last were you at your ideal weight?” 

 

“It’s been about three years, but I’m determined.”  

 

‘Determined,’ he say. Sigh. Block. Delete. Disconnect Wi-Fi. Ain't nobody waiting three 

years for a chance to maybe know whether the online dick might be bomb. 

 

Shout out to the thickalicious lovers who don’t mislead us with heavy filters and cropped 

profile photos. More peen and pum pum power to you! 
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